Electrophoresis of a finite cylinder positioned eccentrically along the axis of a long cylindrical pore.
The electrophoresis of a finite cylindrical particle positioned eccentrically along the axis of a long cylindrical pore is modeled under the conditions of low surface potential and weak applied electric field. The influences of the eccentricity of a particle and its linear size, the radius of the pore, and the thickness of the electrical double layer on the electrophoretic mobility of the particle are investigated. Some interesting results are observed. For instance, for the case of a positively charged particle placed in an uncharged pore, if the double layer is thin and the particle is short, the mobility has a local minimum as the eccentricity varies. Also, for a short particle the mobility at a thinner double layer can be smaller than that at a thicker double layer, which has never been reported for the case of constant surface potential. In general, the mobility increases with the increase in the eccentricity, and this effect is pronounced when the size of a particle is large and/or the radius of a pore is small.